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Stern: 

,.,:::. 

Oral History Interview 

with 

Liz Kovacs 

June 7, 1978 

Waltham, MA. 

By Sheldon Stern 

For the John F. Kennedy Library 

Okay.Fine. Why don't we begin with, if you could 

just identify yourself and tell us how you 

happened to be in Guantanamo in 1962. 

.':. Kovacs: Okay. Well, my name is Liz Kovacs and the 

Stern: 

reason ~I was there in 1962 was that my 

father was stationed there in the navy, and 

we came in early 196l~ and this was just part 
I • 

· fr, yl ',"(I 
of that tour of duty. , Do you want just to go 

~D 

up to October, 1962? Okay, ~' things in Cuba 

at that time were very much sort of exaggerated 

in terms of being so close to Communist Cuba1 

which at that time ~for the United States 

and I guess for mos~ of the world, was a thorn 

in everybody's side, as opposed to what we wanted 

to do at that time. 
cJ.ov\ l 

You say that you~think that Cuba was as, ~ 

going as far in that direction as, as in general 

the public impression was? 

Kovacs: Well, not exactly. Maybe it wasA~ maybe it 
) 
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wasn'tAbut I think it was only, urn, two years 
) 

after the revolution itsel~~ 
) 

Sten?:- That 1 s- ri:-g6t'. 

Kovac~ c:(a.nd I think ~et&' people were still 
e. ~ttL!1 

d h i h h 
·, , won ering~w at was gong to appen t ere ••• 
1/ 

Stern: Right. 
I 

Kovacs: •· •• was the government actually going to last, 

~ovacs: 

what the people were act~ally doing, the state 

of Cuba, was it better~~as it worse. 
) 

¥ese-

~he only thing tha€ we saw on our side as ........ ': 
\.UU"V 

AmericansA~that the Cuban people who did 
) . 

work on the base in service capacities: bus 
mctie<- wet~ 

drivers, gardeners, maidsi-~ services~ava~able 

to everybody on the base~· and so we saw Cuban 

people come. They came on every morning~ and some 
8~.t l n 1f0't' , 

of them sl~pt over in different quarter~A a lot of 

the women did, but they returned in the eveningA 
I 

and we wpuld hear through them a lot of, sort of 

horrible stories about what life was like on the 
th«C 

other side. For example, we had this one woman ~ 

was working for us~ She was Jamaiean. I don't 
J ' 

know how she got to Cuba or hov she ended up 

working out of the Communist side. But one morning t 
' t 

she did:~come to work and her daughter who taught 
~I 

dt the base came to the house and she was very 

hysterical and she said: 11Well, my mother's Ad' been 
JJ 

thrown in jail,and this and that and we never heard 
I 
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o.f(}.-
what happenedi ,We never heard from her again o-,; wh&rt 

exactly wak the consequences were. A lot of times 

things like that would happen to the workers. I re

member some time this one woman whose little girl 
Cun,·r'lid t t~ ali ) 

was sick and they wanted to se~ somebody on the 

base wanted to send back with her some pills or 

some kind of medication for her, but we heard that 
QJ1ei(. 

it was really hard to do this~ ~ things had to 
\ 

be hidden because when the bus~s would cross back 

""' to the other side, the worn en and the men and every-
e; 

body would be stripped down comple~ly. If anything 

was found on you, you would have a lot of re

percussions. I've also heard that payment was made 

in American dollars but ~when they got back to 

the other side payment was made in Cuban dollars 
w~' ~ 

which~at that time wa5 thirty-five cents of the 

American dollar., so they were los/ing virtually the 

rest of that amount. 

So, we heard things like this, and also 

our water supply at that time was maintained through 

the other siderand we had different water conditions 

like on certain days you could wash your. clothes 

and your lawn and your car. But only~~, I think two 
) 

days a week that that could happen and t~they 
woi.Ue(. and. 
w~ patrol~~£ you were washing your car, your 

lawn, ~any other day~ you were subject to a 

fine. And they had different water conditions that 
UJ(O-::, 

were announced at one point. If it ~ really severe 
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Stern: 

Kovacs: 

Stern: 

r t:CII II, 

youAcouldn't wash anything, just drink. I don't 
t htt"C 

think tha~you could even bathe, but~ didn't 

happen too often·/ •/ • 

Did this depend on the way that the water was 
t.i ,c , 

being regulated from,C £rot!' the other 

From the other side. I think you had 

I . 
••• 'l 
( U.ntnt{Ut~ t b.~) 
t.o,--hatt-6 I I I I 

Now I think they're de-salinizing it. They do their 

own thing, but at that time they were paying for 
Cunim(Lli1 t t;:.t) 

this to be done and the watt!r -w6s coming from the 

other side and so things had to be regulated. 

Did you and your family ever get over into ~1· 

off the base into Cuba proper? 

Kovacs: No. We would ride to the gate and ride back. 

[Laughteri~There was like no crossing over 

at least at that time. Also, if you wanted to leave 
~ jv?~ 

Cuba, you could not ~u~leave and ~ fly to Mlami or 

fly from Mlami backA -cause my grandparents were 

living there at that time~- back to Cuba because there 

weren't any commercial airlimers that could land 
fYI) 

a~ the base. So we had to take a militarY hop 

to either Puerto Rico generally, then change over ~ 
) 

and take a commercial flight into Mlami. And if you 

were flying back you had to do the reverse. So 

getting in and out was really strictly prohibited, 

I guess, to personnel who had to either be there or 

•••• So, things were pretty fairly regulated so you 

had a view of people on the other side t or at least Of -\-v',' ~ 

~/new gpvernment on the other side as being r~ally 
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Stern: 

Kovacs: 

Stern: 

not too fai~~nd I guess the whole, the general 

view of the country at that time was that it was 

sort of a very tricky kind of avsituation. So ~ a lot 
f!D. tl ~ ) 

of times we,_didn't ~a.l-lYknow wha~ to expect, o:J!I--

what would happen. But I guess at that time sipce 

I was only eight, the threat of something happening 
((ettl 'J 

or ~oing wrongAdidn't matter that much or 

wasn't really an all-cons~ng thingAbecause we 
. I 
tr'\.. 

were technicallyAon an American base and w~ were 

living like Americans. There were swimming pools and 
~~~ I 

beaches and ~thing else that you can do ~n a 

tropical climate to helpt you know +H. 
Did you have complete access, for example, to media 

from the States? I mean, newspapers and television 

I suppose you could pick up. 
~~o.Y]_~ 
~ there was one T.V. station, no commercials, 

.:; . 

and they got all the situation comedies that came in 

from the States at that tim~~nd they would have 

a million and one repeats because most of the time 

if they didn't get another reel, they would show 
r 'l the same thing for ••.•• 
, I l 

That raises certain interesting possibilities. Was the 

Cuban government ever able to interfere with the 

transmission of radio and television? 

Kovacs: Not that I remember. At least not on the T.V. 

station that we watche~~nd it was only on for 

certain timesAamr_s6 it was a very limited kind of 
' ) 

. ~ 
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•,' ........ 

thing. I don't even remember that happening. We had 

a newspaper that they printed news from the States0 

~nd at that time a lot of people like [Chet] 

Huntley and [DavidJ Brinkley and a lot of different 

newscasters made little jaunts down to visit and 

also to report back what was happening. ~t was kln~

o-f-a-Vex"¥-popul:at: place to-go-gO-down-am:ttrl-s-0 

r.epo-~t-baek-what:--wS:S-happe~ It was kind of a 

very popular place to go down and do a story on, 

I guess. So, and entertainers would come down. So A, 

the communication with the States, really, I didn't 

feel t]lat cut off, and it was an American system 

and American government. The schools, you know, 

were base schools and taught by American teachers 

and this and tha~~nd, SOf We •••• That's generally how 

life was, although very closed. Like I have since 

talked to my mother and she said,&,"! almost went 
J I 

stir crazy .on this very small base." I guess for 

older people it must have been really difficult to 

keep busy and keep reminding yourself that you are 

on this very small island. But for kids it was sort 

of a paradise, really. You could swim every day 

after school. You could ride busies for ~othing. 
,J~ Otl ltJ 

You :'c.OulcfZ go everywhere you wanted because there 

really wasn't the threat that anything would happen 

to you because you were really in a kind of closed 

environment. Coming back to the States and fitting 

into a classroom and not being able to ride bus~s 

and having to pay for a lot of things was really -a 

I 
; 
I. 
I 
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shock when I got back here. But there were other 

i limiting things. Like a lot of our produce came 
( \IYl I (){t l! I ~i \)IJ. ) 

Stern: 
t<o~Qc~ ~ 

s-1: rr~ : 
Kovacs: 

in from a boat.A1hey would bring it down .from New 

York and Mlami and a lot of times it wouldn't come 
•"- - Y. in so yo~~ be stuck without fresh fruit, milk, 

..a..- \il((..l 
sour cream, cottage cheese, ana a lot of our basic 

-tJ')At" 

stapleS@ada ~o~ when you got back to the States you 

would go shopping and you would hoard ••• eve~ 

thing: 
I • ' 

There was no A nothing-that-would- come-a-eros s-from 
· .. CVtY'j1YJt nq 
Cuba-prop~ fi ,. p ? 
, .. r'\Othl~1 Q:t a(;t -WJa~ ~c.d&,; COh1v ac 1 O~':J FY1 JJ lzv 11pcr . 
Not that I know of. NothingAexcept people that were, 

> -tn ~ WV!.. 
that were working there. I think ,.that- ~just 

completly closed off. I can remember talking to 

people down there that had been there before_,- urn, 
0 c. Clt.t' ttL..\ 

the revolution ~ and they had crossed back 

very freel~ evidently but that sort of stoppedf :o 
it became ~~like a closed-in place. You really 

didn't know what was happening on the other side 

and that was sort of how you viewed it. It was sort 

of a place of mystery. And there were also stories of 
tntt.C Q.; 

Cuban women ~ had s~ or had tried to swim from the 

other side all the way acress Guantanamo on rafts. 

Some people drowned, some people made it. Some people 

made it holding, like, their kids on their backs, 

some little babies. So . you heard these stories. I 

don't know if any of them were true but I guess they 

must have had some validity. 
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') 

I c.. n iL. 
So wh\.n .Y~U come up to October of 1962~ ·Ar.d ) 

) (C.. 

so we .~ all sitting in class one day, and it was 

like mid-morning, and you could sort of tell that some-

thing was amiss because teachers were running in 

and out of the classroom and the secretary came in 
y 

and she kept r~~ssuring us that nothing was going 
v 

to go wrong and kept handing out candy. And we kept 

looking out the window and it was ver1 still an~, urn, 

you sort of had the feeling that something was 

going to be happening ,,but you didn't know what. 
' 

Probably just another drill or something like that. 

But they let t•/'they dismissed ui-,. to go home for lunch 
which they usually did and, as we were driving 

home, there were suitcases on everybody's lawn, 

which we thought was kind of peculia~~ut then we 

thought, well, maybe they just did this practice 

•) deal and we had to see how fast you could pack 

your suitc~se~and that's~ they are 

sitting on the lawn. But I got home and I opened 

the door and my mother said "We're leaving in about 

five minutes. Go up to your room and take anything 
I) 

you can carry~ which was kind of a very strange thing 
II because you walk into your room and you say, well, 
--I I 

what do I take? What can I carry? ~ You have this 

whole room full of dolls and teddy bears and books 

and you just don't know what to do. So I did just 
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, ,~ 

Stern: 

Kovacs: 

that~ I took everything I could carry~~nd we got out-
" side and there were bus~s that were coming around 

to pick up people. Now~ evidently~ people with old~r 
~ ( V\11111 Ull t'l\ bl,.( ) 

children had left earlier because they Aad=had~t~lose 

th~lder high schools before then1and pregnant women 
-- ev! l'/ net a.Y"Cit:~rn ... , , ;at. -hm£ ... 

that were due around that time~ were flown out of Cubaf 
n't 

They did
11 
~want to put them on the boats. And 

couples that had, or women with very small babies, 

eventually, when they got on the ship, got cabins 

to sleep in. But I was eight and my brother was 

three so, when we got on the shiP·/·/·' . Well, it was sort 

of a very tearful thing because all the men stayed 

behind. We did not know what was going to happen 
~ t\A. I( 1"1 DW vJ .t/1.() 

to them. "We hS people v\lo hacr.V.,., 
I 

Did you know at this point what was happening? 

Did you have any conception of what the crisis 

was about? · 
4/ '~ Well, my father just said that we had, thaL we~we~ 

going to Miami because that's where my grandparents 

were ~ and we had to leave and something about 
I , , 

missi lest; ~nd that we didn't want to get ·r ;., . Not 

that they were going to go off,\ but it was a precaution 
I 

and that's why we had to leave. Well, I just acceptedf/•/• /• 

I really wasn't that surprised because we grew up 
. w \JII.U d !{{U!£J"lC 

in an atmosphere ~~~things could happen at 

any moment. We didn't know exactly what that weuld 

be"and so I said: "Oh, all right. I guess." Every-
) 
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Stern: 

body was leaving, I mean the whole base was, and 

so it wasn't like, well, I'm going but I'm leaving 

all my friends behind or tt~I'm going and I'm 

leaving all the .' .. you know.l .. the whole·~~ 
Everyone was just trying to get out as fast as 

they could. SoAwe got on the ship and there was 
) 

a lot of crying and a lot of: •. and people, older 

people who had more of a sense of what was going 

on were very upset. And I can remember waving 

good-bye, can remember people taking pictures, 

and . · .. r:.t"' 
You left your father behind? 

Kovacs: Yeah, ye~ ~d, um, I didn't know how long this 

was going to be. I just assumed ~it wouldn't 

be very long and we would be back ~next week. 

But~."we got on board and we ended up downstairs on 

one of the very lower decks because we weren't young, 

my mother wasn't pregant, we weren't, no one had a 
-th!~~ 

physical disability. So we ended up in ~ bunk 

beds that were like four up. And then, next to you, 

and there were four down and you were practically 

sleeping on top of people and there was absolutely 

no privacy. And I remember the woman next to me 

was crying because her mother was down on the base. 

I don't know how they ended up down there but her 

parents owned a farm down there~ and schools would 

go for field trips and visit this farm. She refused 

to leave. So she didn't know whether her mother had 
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Stern: 

gotten off or hadn't gotten off and she was like. 

very, she was crying and this whole thing. And there 

was another woman who was trying to bring back one 

of the Cuban women who was helping her in her 
U.llth h~) 

house. She was trying to sneak her off o£:-th.~ 

and they realized that tha~ had happened and there 

were skirmishes and they were trying to get her off~ 
) 

;fhe woman was so fearful of going back and different 

skirmishes like that. So, it was just about what 

you could carry on the bunk and that was it. 

And you went directly? How long did it take before 

you were off Cuba? 

Kovacs: Just immediately. That evening before dinner everybody 

pulled out. And feeding the people in such an 

emergency was quite a thing. There were a lot, 

very, very long lines and a lot of the food was 

just staples that they had - army rations. It 

wasn't really that appetizing. But I can remember 

we did go to dinner that one night and we were 

sitting around and they interrupted the whole process 
SC/!c.nint~ scree~ \ 1 111 s c..ve~ n~~~ 

of sc-'C9~ mothers and ~ kids and scPeam-

ing everybody and this immense confusion and said •••• 

Althought people were •.•• I think military people 

can cope fairly better than, I don't know, it seems 1 

other . civilian people could in a crisis situation; 

Jhey're fairly together~-~o there wasn't a sense of 

total panic. At least I didn't get that, although 

there was a lot of confusion. People seemed to be 
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holding up really well. And so President Kennedy 

broke in to the dinner and made his speech to all 

of us. You know: "I'm really sorry that you have to 
• I),..,.Jl-' leave but this is the only th~ng that we .could do .•• ~ 

Stern: Y.Tas he speaking live? 

Kovacs: Yeah. He was speaking through the intercom. I 

Stezn: 

-li;;el.tae e-:-

don't know how they had meshed it in.? 
Oh, I eee. 

tuhiCV) 
And, um, tl1Y is one of the main things I remember 

when I think back on him and that whole time. And 

cr~really because/maybe~~~ it was 
-

a personal touch. But he spoke for a while and we 

finished dinner. The trip took uk to Norfolk, 

[Naval Base, Virginia]. ;(e all went to Norfolk, 
th~t (Untfit-"!tLi~ t'blt) . 

Virginia, because taePe was 4 main naval base there 

know, don't go on deck in the evenings, don't do 

this, don't do that. 
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', · But we finally made it to Norfolk and it was 
~~ re.aa ~ 

really then that you realized that this ~s a crisis 
t<aCiy 

or that people were" worried about this be.cause you 

had T.V. cameras all over the dock. People~ 

taking pictures and all these different news channels 

from Virginia and, and, people flashing all these 

things. And another thing that I really remembered 

is that we left with no winter clothes. We had 

like sun suits on and this was like A~end of 
) 

November in Virginia and it was really cold and 

people were just standing on the decks just freezing. 
is ..._ .. ~ 

ButAwhat happened~ ~ we got off the ship. They, 
I 

you disembarked by your last name~ and they piled 

you into these other busies and they took you to 

this huge, I don't know, I think it was a Red 

Cross center. And they had the same sort of thing 

set up with just bunk beds and emergency kits and 

I don't know whether the Red Cross did this or 
~ I) YI'\ l 

whether ~ people in Virginia did it but ;there~(ft, 
) 

people just made contributions of clothes and warm 

pajamas and warm sweaters) }nd you sort of went 

down and rummaged through and got your size. And 

then they were cooking there for a mass amount of 

people. And they were showing films for kids. And 

what happened to us, we were sort of lucky, and I 

think what happened to · some peopl~is that navy 

people from the Virginia area came down and just 

went through the crowd to see if there was anybody, 

if they knew anybody, and we found some people that 
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we knew, that my parents were friendly with, and· 

they took a couple of the families and just brought 

them into their house. So we left the center and then 

we stayed there and we went to Miami eventually be

cause that's where our family was. And we stayed 

there. Well, this was the end of October. We didn't 

go back until after Christmas, urn, simply because, 

I guess we could have gone back earlier but •.•• . 

Stern: You didn't go back to Cuba? 

Kovacs: Right. But we had started school again there after 

about a week or two. Meanwhile my father kept sending 

up all our household belongings so I guess he really 

Stern: 

we.re; gDn11.v 
did think that we~eventually w~e really~~ 

leave for good, and that was it. But we stayed through 

to the Christmas holidays and then we returned. That 
o.. l et Df p!ople-

was a strange situation because rdidn't return even 
up of tt-Jr? andtl-7ti.t(j) 

though maybe their orders were~ So we really 

ended up not seeing people again, that you really 
~Vtl"l ti1 D~V( .•. .,/ 

knewnand you d~t-realiz~ that ~ was the last 

time that you would o~see~~ them. 

Was it different when you returned? Was the base 

any different or ..• ? 

Kovacs: Not really. We went back into the same house. The 

routine started again. We left that August so it was 

really like January to that August. Activities 

were started again. I guess on an adult scale it 
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Stern: 

might have been different maybe, different impressions 
pcopk. ·/·/ · 

maybe" 4.f y-aY were an ad~. 

Did you ever talk to any of the Cuban people who 

worked on the base about the experience, about the 

crisis, how much they had known about it? 

Kovacs: No, we never talked about that at all. One of the 

reasons why is that my Spanish was very limited 

although we were taking Spanish. And their English 

was enough to work byAbut not really fluent~and so 
) ) 

a lot of times you would communicate with sign 

language or with expressions. But there was that 
e.' languagw barrierAand so. A lot of times they would 

) 

bring us different candy from Cuba or just different 

things, little things to play with or things that ~ 

they had brought back. But •.• and they wouldn't .•• 

but they would talk among themselves in Spanish a 

lot, and the language barrier was really the main 
. you Know ) 

problem with that. But~ it just wentA tife went on~ a~& ) J } 
je ... ,the whole school year ended~ ye stopped~ 

I' 

1h~ we moved on because the tour of duty was up by 

August. 

Stern: 
I~ t"N UJOWatim 

Did your parents or any of the other people involved ~ 
dD you. 

ever~ recall or do you reme~b~them ever talking 

about the crisis or the president's handling of the 

crisis? Anything of that kind? 

Kovacs: Well, I don't really recall anything specific. We, 
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Stern: 

yeah, we talked about itAand my mother remembers 
} 

certain details like where she was when she found out 
II,:!. 

and it's ikeY always Awhere you were at that particular 

moment and how~ then, how she went home ~d she was 
) 

at a bridge game or something, my father called her 
~ 

up and said, "You better get out of ~ because 

we're going to leave and we have to be evacuated in v 

an hour." 

There's one question I~~~ liRe to asl?: I'm 
) 

not sure you'll be able to answer. Do you have any 

idea whether the order for evacuation came before 

or after President. Kennedy's public speech on, in 

other words, when he announced to the American people 

that there were missiles in Cuba? 

Kovacs: Okay. I've read Thirteen Days since then and we 

were on a boat and it's very hard. I can't exactly 

Stern: 

·1·1,1· 
remember how . . . . I think it came before, I ,.. t.hj n1'i J 

because it was done very, very quickly. They ···r 
~ 

It would be an interesting thing to know for a 

number of reasons. Because that would have been a 

tip-off, for example, to the press that something 

was happening before he made his speech. 

Kovacs: I'm pretty sure it was before for the simple reason 

that I know that they knew that there were missiles 

in Cuba, um, a couple of days before this happened. 

But, and, certain people on the base knew. I'm sure 

the commanding admiral knew. I'm sure the higher-ups 

knew, in this hierarchy .••.. 
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Stern: 

Kovacs: 

Stern: 

~_n~· Let me get this straight now. You're ·. 

saying that you think you were ordered ... the 

evacuation order came before the president's speech? 

Yeah. I'm pretty sure. But I could be wrong because 
an~ ·I·N · 

I was only eight" But the only reason I c~ say that 
wht n 1t vJO.b CjrV[r'J it nq? rJf~ 

is because it came very quickly and" it was ~ 

~the space of maybe four hours, they had us off the 
(Snap? fi11'1if~ ) 

base. Very quickly~~ done. 

You don't have any specific recollection of Pres

ident Kennedy's speech? 

Kovacs: No. We didn't hear anything. We didn't hear it. 

Stern: The major speech in which he announced to the world 
,o;:r 

r j that there were missiles in Cuba and that there 

Kovacs: 

Stern: 

Kovacs:: 

Stern: 

would be a quarentine? You don't remember that? 

No. 

Because if you did remember that afterward that 

would solve the problem for us. 
l.(e4 Y). . 'f1Wetbl_ti 
~ The only reason ~why I don't remember is that it 

oc.:uv i I')~ . -

was probably made while all this was ,~ and 

while we were getting out. There wasn't any T.V. on 

the boat. For five days you were sort of closed 

off. · 

A major effort, of course, was made to keep the fact 

that the United States go.vernment knew about the 

missiles secret until the decisions had been reached 

as to what to do about it. And their problem, of 

course, was that under the pressures of ~interests, 

as to whether they would essentially have tipped-off 

the press by evacuating · Guantanamo. That would almost·: 
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Kovacs: 

Stern: 

have been a sure sign that something major was 

happening. 
Y"L91'JC 

Oh, ~' definitely. 

That's why I wonder about whether or not you were 

evacuated or told to evacuate before or a.fter the 

speech. 

Kovacs: I'm pretty sure it must have~ .•• Well 

I can't, I can't say. Although I have read the book 

and the book has filled in a lot of my gapp of what 

was happening decision-wise in Washington while 

all this was going o~~d I think they found out 

about this possibility on October 14th and the only 

reason why this sticks in my mind is ~that's my 

birthday. And so this is October 27th so you're going 

a week later when we were finally evacuated. And 

I'm not exactly sure what ~pened in that time 
. t 1 cvl'\i~ li q r. ~u) 
1n erva " ... , 

Stern: \IT ell, that' ·s very interesting. Do you have any other 

specific recollectionsAtbo~ the whole event? 

Kovacs: Not entirely. ~just that I guess t~he~ .•• 

Stern: 

-::: . 

It's a very strange thing to be involved in something 

like that, urn ••.. 

There must have been a great feeling of helplessness 

I would assume. 
'f-t. 

Kovacs: ~~was. But also the fact that the navy and the 

whole government apparatus was in full swing to, you 
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know, to get us out, to have this happen, to let -~ 1d 
" 

t~happen. So, and it was very well carried out 

and very cautiously carried out. Things were just 
9t:ttJ 1'7~ . 

mobilized and once things started ~ mobilized 

it just, you know, happened. The sense of' confusion 

that I would think would be happening in a situation 

like that, I really didn't get that, that it really 

existed. People seemed to know what was going on and 

the whole process. There was a realization and I 

think maybe because this whole feeling of what Cuba 

was at that time and what it meant. It wasn't sort of 

like a volatile kind of a situation and I think 

~veryone who lived on the base, at least 

adults, sort of knew that at some point or another 

maybe something like this would happen. Whether it 

would be with the water supply, ~we't~ have t1'tt U. 

tJ( get out or we wouldn't, we wouldn't be able to 
. M6(e, ' 

drink anything ~ whatever that could be. So it 
Y6l.L I&J tw, 

just happened to beAa missile crisis, that , whatever 
) 

happened. I haven't really ..•• I left and I hadn't 

really discussed it since with people. Well, except l ho.vu 

~my own family who, of course, thought it was 
1 n-udn ~~14· !1c; i~ at S<:.CLKC, ·-

the right thing to do, ~ an~that really a lot w~· 

at st~ you know, you have to get people outggnd, 

it's just amazing how, given a big situation like 

that, things can happen once they start getting 

mobilized and just the intense cooperation of a 

great deal of people. And I think ~probably we 
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Stern: 

all have it inside of us that we don't give it In · 
I)J.£..lL t11ttf I~ be.c.M <..t. i 1:' ) 

every day. ,..A J a+ a f peeple de......wften ~ :i:sn9t really }.~"' 't-

necessary v 1ut when you finally reach a crisis 

situation the sort of strength of humanity comes 

out in your personality. And I can remember that, ' 

you know, and~people ~ere very helpful to . one 

another and especially when we were down on the 

lower decks with all these different people. You 
·.e . 

know, tfie~was a lot of cooperation and then •.•• 

on both ends. 

Well, that's very helpful. 

Kovacs: That's it. And if I think of anything else ••• 
~"' :'. (Laughter] . ·. 
~~~ 

Stern: Thank you very much. 

Kovacs: Okay 


